Jos'h Fuller
cv_jrlf@cjmunday.com / linkedin.com/in/oofoe
Qualifications
Expert programmer and designer. Experience spanning stand-alone embedded machines
to enterprise information systems. Familiar with all varieties animation, compositing and
production tracking software, especially regarding technical solutions to production
problems. Extensive graphic design, illustration and print experience.
Languages: Python, JavaScript, Lisp, REBOL, Lua, C/C, Java, Ruby, Forth,
Assembly
Frameworks/Toolkits: Django, Mithril, Universe, Bootstrap, jQuery, wxWindows,
Rails, OpenGL, OpenCV, Win32
Content Creation: Blender, ClipStudio, Moho, Krita, Xara, SCRATCH, Nuke, Fusion,
Avid, Houdini, Illustrator, ToonBoom Harmony, Maya, PhotoShop, InDesign
Tracking and Analysis: Shotgun, GitLab, Excel, R, ToonBoom Manager
Infrastructure: Django, Mercurial, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Nginx, Apache, Qube!,
Ansible, Nutanix, Git, Passenger, Docker
Operating Systems: Linux, Windows, Macintosh, OpenBSD, Embedded

Senior Software Developer
Jam Filled Toronto (2016 to present)
Designed/Prototyped/Implemented Production Management System: Leveraged
over 20 years of work supporting and enhancing various Production Management
Systems to create a new full featured system that "understands" production flow
and can be easily reasoned about by end-users. First use was Season One of
children's 3D animated television show "Kingdom Force".
Built and Managed Dynamic Team: Hired and internally recruited developers to
support legacy systems, develop new functionality for the new production
management system and provide time critical support for internal clients.
Evangelized New Production Management System: Live demos and training for
internal clients, wrote specifications and white papers, produced training and
"sizzle" videos, imported data from legacy systems to showcase new workflows.
Managed Infrastructure Upgrade: Moving from Python 2, Django 2.x, MySQL to
Python 3, Django 3.x and PostgreSQL with Nginx and app server.

Code Review Tool: Designed and built web based code review tool to facilitate fast
culling of outdated and legacy code at studio start up.
Editorial Tools: Create and update tools for Editorial/Post Production departments
for automation. EDL import/export, timeline visualization, sequence breakdown and
media transcode.
Quick Asset Browser Simple stand-alone interface for exploring show Assets for
incorporation into new projects.
Ffmpeg Command Support Library: Wrapper for open-source ffmpeg tool to make
it easy to compose complex commands.
Support Legacy Software and Services

Senior Software Developer
Arc Productions (1998 to 2016  18 years)

Internal Web Development Team Lead
Managed responsive team: Handled production floor support requests, ad-hoc perproject needs and long term development of major apps.
Transitioned studio from proprietary production management software
Django/MySQL to commercial production management system (Shotgun):
Designed and implemented new Shotgun deployment with significant custom
functionality. Adapted existing pipeline XMLRPC services so no changes to client
tools required.
Electronic time sheet system: Worked to get consensus from all stake holders,
managed development for system which streamlined timesheet entry for users, as
well as cutting days from processing by Accounting.
Transformed gluttonous server into lightweight champ: Rewrote, trimmed and
optimized heavyweight server spread across multiple machines into light-footed
relocatable package.
Instituted formal code reviews and tests: Regular critique of production code to
increase quality. Also set up automated back-end and client-side unit testing.

Tool Development
Compositor scripts and plugins: Tools for Fusion and Nuke, both user interface
scripts in Lua and Python as well as plugins written in C/C.
Developed stereo versioning workflow: Designed, implemented efficient stereo
processing while minimizing storage impact.
Documented everything: Instituted specification driven development to ensure
correct scope of work and internal client satisfaction. Wrote and maintained

developer and user focused documentation for all released programs.

Significant Programs
Dox  Literate programming documentation generator.
Harvestr  SCRATCH footage conform and shipping tool.
Moneyball  Schedule planning and bidding software.
PyKATZ  Fast feedback continuous testing tool.
Rick/Risa  Distributed render farm.
shaytan  Comp artist swiss-army knife.
Skippr  SCRATCH footage ingest tool.
Timelinr  SCRATCH/EDL visual conform tool.
Tinycompr  Compact node based compositor.

Head Programmer / Head Animator
Zfx Incorporated (1990 to 1998  8 years)

Significant Programs
OZX  Web application development/deployment framework. Automatic billing and
documentation. Used for all active web pages at Company.
Zpaint  32 bit broadcast paint package with scripting and plugins.
Zmatte  Broadcast quality chroma key application.
Zscope  Software waveform monitor and vectorscope.

Open Source
Regular submitter to Lisp Game Jam (submissions must be open-source).
Contributed to Blender and Sox.
Contributed examples to Rosetta Code
Repo: https://hg.sr.ht/~oofoe/

Other
USA/Canada dual citizen.
Private Pilot License (Canada).
Bachelor of Science, East Tennessee State University.
References on request.

